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PatientDB is a feature-rich and intuitive application that comes bundled with a wide variety of useful functions to provide an
efficient method to record new individuals, schedule appointments, handle detailed and personal information about each patient,
along with medical imaging, reports and billing features. Set up your profile and enter relevant information into the database
The interface is accessible yet cluttered, and there is no help wizard to guide you through the basics of the app. The layout is
formed from a ribbon menu and divided into well-defined tabs for each feature. Make sure you have enough time on your
hands, as getting familiarized with all the options may require a lot of time. To access the tool you have to input the default
login credentials, which is "admin" for both the username and password. You can manage all the data (e.g. items, drug,
insurance, service, medications, doctor, instruments) from the first tab, each coming with detailed and specialized fields that
need to be filled in. Once entered, they become available for use for every individual. Maintain order between multiple persons
and generate summaries Patients can be added and searched from the second section, which requires both general and medical
info, such as file number, age, full name, birth date, gender, address, along with medication, doctor, insurance number and
diseases if it's the case. Plus, it's possible to insert a profile image, keep a complete record of prescriptions, anomalies, results,
consultations and dentists, as well as capture videos and pictures of different body parts. In addition, the tool also comes with a
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separate section for medical suppliers, where you can input their name, email, address, phone numbers, bank account and
optional data. Payments can be easily added and viewed in the billing tab. Other worth mentioning features are general,
database, video and user settings, reports, appointments, drug index and interaction, OCR, ICOD and various tasks. On an
ending note The bottom line is that PatientDB is a comprehensive yet easy-to-learn program that comes in handy especially for
hospitals, private doctors, and public medical companies to easily keep track of numerous patients, meetings, staff and handle
consultations, medications and treatments for multiple people. ... the best app i've ever used... If you are looking to manage all
aspects of your practice, this is the app for you. PatientDB is a feature-rich and intuitive application that comes bundled with a
wide variety of useful functions to
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KeyMACRO is a Mac-only application that comes in handy for those who wish to add macros to their keyboard in order to
perform specific actions using a few mouse clicks. This feature-rich application can be used to run a wide variety of commands
and can save them as keyboard shortcuts. Add a shortcut to any application, add an action to your email or send a URL to any
website, bookmark a website, set shortcuts for any Mac-specific task (i.e. changing the screen resolution, changing the display
language, converting a video to a different format, etc.), or even use it to perform periodic actions like shutting down or logging
out your computer. KeyMACRO is a useful tool for Mac users, especially those who are interested in running commands and
tasks by simply clicking a few keystrokes, especially if you are a Windows user who has switched to a Mac. The software allows
you to customize all the functions of KeyMACRO as you wish. You can include an unlimited number of commands, link them
to any applications, bookmark any website and much more. The program is easy to use and comes with a well-organized user
interface that is accessible through a menu bar with three icons. Included in the program are the following major sections:
Preferences, Keyboard, Bookmarks, Shortcuts, Tools and Options. With KeyMACRO, a new set of macros is saved to your
Mac whenever you save a configuration file. Simply open the application and click the “Keyboard” tab to add a new shortcut.
Once you have finished selecting the application and action, simply press the key combination (or hold down two keys) you
wish to assign the shortcut to, and the action will be saved in the specified location. The program is completely free and comes
with no limits or restrictions. Features: Add as many key combinations as you wish; Assign to any application or to a website;
Automatically find and change the display resolution of your monitor; Add as many functions and applications as you wish;
Manage all your bookmarks; Send any website or file as an email; Launch a specific application; Store tasks as easy as 1, 2, 3;
Check your logs; Convert videos; Convert photographs; Create templates for documents; Manage fonts and color palettes;
Create text patterns; Open a site; Use a browser to find a domain name; Add new folders and organize your desktop;
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MouseTool is a straightforward, easy-to-use tool to record mouse movements on your desktop, whether you are a professional or
novice. It includes several popular features, such as 5-axis mouse rotation and multiple mouse speeds, as well as custom settings.
This allows users to increase the mouse accuracy and adjust the accuracy to the desired level. First things first A
mouse/keyboard is a tool for operating a computer, and MouseTool is the program to use it to its fullest. You can design the
accuracy of movement using the "Auto" feature. It displays the current mouse movement and coordinates of its movement. The
desktop is divided into 5 areas, so you can draw in any one of these areas to record the mouse's movements. The cursor can be
colored as you please, as well as activated by clicking on the different areas. Once the mouse is set up, move around the screen
to see how MouseTool works. Key features High performance MouseTool offers a selection of 16 different mouse speeds for
the user to choose from. With this feature, you can easily record mouse movements for over 10,000 years. This is quite amazing
when you consider that the earliest computers were used to keep track of bank accounts. Customizable MouseTool has a
"Customize" feature to make it more convenient and accurate. This feature allows users to adjust the physical properties of the
mouse, such as its speed, acceleration, threshold, intensity, and more. With this feature, users can adjust the mouse by varying
the settings based on their own preferences. Built-in utilities MouseTool has a built-in utility for capturing images and videos. In
addition, it has a basic text editor to create text files and save them to the desired location. Finally, the software has a utility to
save the current mouse movement in images. What's New in This Release: A number of changes, bug fixes, and minor
improvements have been made to this release. Download MouseTool Now! MouseTool Key Features: MouseTool is a
straightforward, easy-to-use tool to record mouse movements on your desktop, whether you are a professional or novice. It
includes several popular features, such as 5-axis mouse rotation and multiple mouse speeds, as well as custom settings. This
allows users to increase the mouse accuracy and adjust the accuracy to the desired level. MouseTool is a straightforward, easy-touse tool to record mouse movements on your desktop, whether you are a professional or novice.

What's New In?
Specify and assign patients, physicians, dentists, and medical companies to your data PatientDB is a feature-rich and intuitive
application that comes bundled with a wide variety of useful functions to provide an efficient method to record new individuals,
schedule appointments, handle detailed and personal information about each patient, along with medical imaging, reports and
billing features. Set up your profile and enter relevant information into the database The interface is accessible yet cluttered, and
there is no help wizard to guide you through the basics of the app. The layout is formed from a ribbon menu and divided into
well-defined tabs for each feature. Make sure you have enough time on your hands, as getting familiarized with all the options
may require a lot of time. To access the tool you have to input the default login credentials, which is "admin" for both the
username and password. You can manage all the data (e.g. items, drug, insurance, service, medications, doctor, instruments)
from the first tab, each coming with detailed and specialized fields that need to be filled in. Once entered, they become
available for use for every individual. Maintain order between multiple persons and generate summaries Patients can be added
and searched from the second section, which requires both general and medical info, such as file number, age, full name, birth
date, gender, address, along with medication, doctor, insurance number and diseases if it's the case. Plus, it's possible to insert a
profile image, keep a complete record of prescriptions, anomalies, results, consultations and dentists, as well as capture videos
and pictures of different body parts. In addition, the tool also comes with a separate section for medical suppliers, where you
can input their name, email, address, phone numbers, bank account and optional data. Payments can be easily added and viewed
in the billing tab. Other worth mentioning features are general, database, video and user settings, reports, appointments, drug
index and interaction, OCR, ICOD and various tasks. On an ending note The bottom line is that PatientDB is a comprehensive
yet easy-to-learn program that comes in handy especially for hospitals, private doctors, and public medical companies to easily
keep track of numerous patients, meetings, staff and handle consultations, medications and treatments for multiple people.
Description: Specify and assign patients, physicians, dentists, and medical companies to your data Start your day with some welldeserved help. It's the only tool where you can upload, download, split and merge MP4 videos. Sync videos from FTP and move
them to any location on your computer. Add your favorite music to your videos without the hassle of converting your MP4 files.
Sync videos from FTP and move them to any location on your computer Add your favorite music to your videos without the
hassle
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System Requirements:
Windows: Vista or Windows 7. Mac OS: Mac OS X 10.7 or later (MAC OS X Lion) or 10.6 or later (MAC OS X Snow
Leopard). P.C: Windows 2000 or later Pentium III, 466 MHz, 32 MB RAM Windows XP: Pentium III, 1 GHz or later Windows
Vista or Windows 7: Windows 2000 or later:
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